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noires in the late 1930s, a german immigrant named
gustav dannenberg was working in detroit’s
automotive industry. in 1934, he created a prototype
of a vehicle he would eventually name the speedster.
a very cool looking vehicle, it was the first time
someone thought to combine the concept of the open-
top vehicle with a race car. dannenberg formed a
company called the dannenberg motor car corporation
in 1940, and in 1942 the company was renamed to the
dodge speedster corporation. the dodge speedster
was a race car, but the company only made three, and
only three, of these vehicles. dodge’s collaboration
with dannenberg came to an end in 1949. dannenberg
motor car corporation is best known for its speedster,
and today, the company is more famous for building
the plymouth barracuda, but the speedster is still
around. today the speedster is a real collectible with a
cult following. the dodge speedster is a convertible
sports car with a narrow wheelbase and a long, low
hood. it had a retractable hardtop, which was foldable
out of the way for faster driving. two doors were
standard, but a third was optional. the interior was a
simple, yet elegant space, with only a few pieces of
trim and only one seat. it came with a removable top,
but the top was also foldable out of the way for faster
driving. the dodge speedster was the first american
production car to feature a retractable hardtop. it was
also the first car to be available with three doors,
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although the third door was an optional extra. the
engine was a 998cc, 4-cylinder, liquid-cooled, with a
two-bbl carburetor, producing 40hp. the transmission
was a 3-speed column shift, with a floor shift. the first
speedster did not come with power steering, but all of
the later models did. the speedster was one of the first
american cars to have a manual transmission. the
speedster was also one of the first cars to come with a
standard radio. dodge made only three models of the
speedster. only 50 were made, and they were all
painted in pastel colors. the speedster did not sell all
that well. today, the dodge speedster is one of the
most collectible american cars. used dodge speedsters
still sell for a lot of money, with one selling for
$117,000 in 2010.
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